Advanced Technology - Route from Bachelor to Master
Below you can find descriptions of the activities you should take in order to get from the bachelor AT
to a master’s programme of choice. For general questions you can consult our frequently asked
questions.
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Information session about the module 6 electives
At the end of Q1 you should have made a choice by registering for the module in
OSIRIS. Pick an elective that you like. The elective you choose does not influence your
admissibility to a master’s programme. However, it can be beneficial to choose an
elective in the master’s direction of your choice to create more elective space in the
third year.
Master information sessions
Information sessions where representatives of master’s programmes explain the
content of the programme and the requirements for admission.
Talk with study advisor about how you are going to shape your third year programme
- How far are you in the process of choosing a master’s? What orientation
activities have you done?
- Possibilities of doing part of your third year abroad (application deadlines are
most likely around February 1st) or at another university in the Netherlands.
- If you plan on taking a master’s at the UT, to have a look together at the master
admission matrix which describes pathways for each master’s.
Course list
Before the start of the third year, your course list needs to be approved by the
Examination Board. The course list describes the courses of your first and second year,
but even more importantly the courses that you plan on taking in the third year. The
Examination Board needs to check if the courses within your elective space meet the
final qualifications of the AT programme. There are some restrictions: first year
educational units are for example prohibited, unless they are necessary for admission
to the master’s. The study advisor can help you with completing your course list.
Register for minor modules
Courses that you are going to take may be join-in (“aanschuif”) or HTHT minor modules.
This means that you need to register for these modules as minors to be allowed to
participate. You can find the offer and enrolment deadlines on the minor website.

Find a bachelor’s assignment
The first step in finding a bachelor assignment is reading up on the research groups at
the UT and their research topics. Make a list of groups that you might be interested in,
and find out more about those. Once you have your list down to about two or three
groups, make an appointment with the contact person for bachelor assignments (name
can be found on the group’s website) for those groups.
You can take the Preparation Bachelor Assignment course to get started on the
bachelor’s assignment.
Check course list
Check if the course list that was handed in and approved by the Examination Board is
still correct. If not, you should hand in an adjusted course list according to the same
procedure.
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Application bachelor’s assignment in Mobility Online
Before you are allowed to start with your bachelor’s assignment, you need get the
approval of the Examination Board by uploading your request to Mobility Online. The
procedure for the application process of the bachelor’s assignment can be found here.
The form should be uploaded no later than a month before you wish to start your
assignment.
Application bachelor’s exam
When you are about to finish your bachelor’s assignment (and you have no other
courses left), you need to apply for the bachelor’s exam. This is done by filling in the
‘application form for the bachelor exam’, which can be found here. Hand in the form at
BOZ-AT (boz-at-ces@utwente.nl or bring to Citadel H332) addressed to the AT
examination board.
Registration for a master’s programme
- If you decide to continue with a master’s programme at the UT:
o If you want to enroll as of September 1st (or February 1st for some
programmes): you can enroll for the master’s programme in Studielink. The
master’s programme will check your admissibility and will finalize you
enrolment by approving your admission.
o If you want to enroll on non-official start moments: in the bachelor’s exam
form you are asked to fill in the master’s you are going to take. The UT will
arrange your enrolment in the master’s programme as of the first day of
the next possible month. Always check with the master’s programme if the
start date is feasible and if it is possible to join courses. You can contact het
contact person that is mentioned in the master admission matrix so the
programme knows that you want to join. The master’s programme will
check your admissibility and will finalize you enrolment by approving your
admission.
-

If you decide to continue with a master’s elsewhere:
After you have been announced graduated by the Examination Board, your
enrolment for the AT programme will be ended.

